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Bozeman & Paradise
An old favorite, and jumping off point
Bozeman, Montana, a college town, has long been on our radar. It first popped up
fifteen or more years ago on a Best Places to Retire list. You know, when we were tired of one
duty station or another and were idly dreaming about where we would settle when Dave ‘got
out.’ Our criteria haven’t changed very much: college town, near an airport, and accessible
nature close by. Well, and homes we could actually afford. The only addition now, is level
parking for an Airstream. Oh, and room for a long-arm.
We first visited (not a duty station drive-thru) here as part of a trip to the Tetons and
Yellowstone, on what the airlines call on “open jaw” ticket. A round trip ticket, just not arriving
and departing from the same location. Fly into Bozeman, sample the rich assortment of
eateries in a vibrant western downtown, stay in town or at the charming B&B that is also a wolf
sanctuary just outside of town, then drive two hours to the northern entrance of Yellowstone.
Visit the Lamar Valley and the Mammoth hot springs before finding your cabin in the Canyon
area of the park. With canyon as your home base, explore the famous thermal features and
Hayden Valley. Exit the south entrance and spend a few days hiking and wildlife spotting in
the Grand Tetons. Fly home from Jackson Hole. No backtracking! The whole plan works so
well, that we frequently recommend it to friends and strangers alike when the say they want to
visit someday.
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This is the first time that we are camping in Bozeman. The campground is just, and I
mean just, off the interstate, and next to a rail line. So it isn’t the quietest of campgrounds, but
we have full hookups, it is clean, and about a two mile walk from the center of town — if you
can stomach walking along interstate exit lanes to get there! We arrived on Saturday —
college game day — so we were lucky to get a spot among the fans in town for the game.
On Sunday night we joined some friends for dinner in their lovely home, in the historic
district of town. The homes here are charming. And varied. Everything from tiny Arts & Crafts
cottages to Victorian confections with round towers and wrap around porches. Neighborly
sidewalks, gardens, and lush tree canopy make this area a delight to stroll through. Ultra
modern glass & stone homes are the latest style being built in the new developments on the
new edges of town. Our friends’ daughters joined us for our al fresco meal in the backyard.
Less gregarious now as teenagers, we did discover that when the school schedules a dressup from-another-era day, the 1990s are now considered an ‘old time’ from which to pick.
Yikes!
Writing again on Saturday —
Well, that week did not go as planned!
Monday was a lovely day. Bright blue skies and the
sun lifting the temperature to 70 degrees! We
walked into town to explore changes a building
boom is bringing and pick up some missing
supplies. I had to stop at the quilt shop in town of
course, and visit my favorite Ace Hardware, still in
its 1930s location downtown next to the coffee
shops and galleries. Naturally, we rewarded
ourselves on completion of our mission with ice
cream served from the old aluminum Spartan RV.
The ‘edge’ of town is being pushed out, downtown is building up. Our favorite eatery
was in a converted gas station that served ice cream in the summer and then the most divine
soups (and I am not a soup fan!) in the cooler months. The last time we were there though,
they were a burger joint. This time it is buried under the massive addition being created
behind chain link walls advertising a wine bar that will be arriving soon. In all we walked six
miles, 14,000 steps!
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On Tuesday I noticed that the exterior water leak we have
been living with had found a new outlet. So I posted some photos
on Airstream Addicts facebook page looking for suggestions on
places to find the leak. Addicts and our dealership in Canada
advised close inspection of the furnace boiler under the dinette
seat, given where the water was seen escaping. We did dismantle
the bench, but everything looks bone dry. Rats. Still looking.
During our hunt, I noticed that the fluid that runs through our radiant heating system —
the system I love so much — was low. Kind of like looking under the hood of your car and
seeing the overflow tank for the radiator is a little low. We were out of fluid to fill it with (long
story, not important). Read the manual … went on line to see what we could get at an auto
store or walmart … and not finding a good answer I sent a question to Alde, the
manufacturer. We checked with some local RV shops and they didn’t have anything.
The closest Airstream dealer is in Missoula, over 200 miles away! Planning to
boondock in Yellowstone for the week of our class, we are going to need that propane fired
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heat! So we suck it up and get in the truck and start driving east! The “Airstream Expert” in the
parts department tries to sell us a brand of anti-freeze, that expressly says on the label, not for
systems with aluminum pipes. It just so happens that the Alde boiler is aluminum, nothing to
do with the Airstream body. It is terrifying to think we could have come here for service, and
this guy would put the exact wrong stuff in our system!
Meanwhile, Alde sent the name of a product that would “do in a pinch.” Luckily, the
parts guy had a bottle, which he did not want to sell us. Topped off and working perfectly
thank you! Sadly, we lost our day to explore Butte, a copper mining town as a result of this
mini-crisis.
To add to the shininess of the day, I am currently hunting a missing (and now frozen)
credit card! Don’t you just hate when that happens?!
On Thursday we took our new 6D camera into the camera store to let the experts have
a look at what I thought were significantly overexposed pictures. The clerk first told me he
had never heard of a camera sensor being wrong. He took a few test shots. All very white.
Clear settings, try again. Too hot. Try a new lens, your lens is probably bad. Um, no, still too
hot. Photograph the 18% gray wall — meaning that on a properly exposed photograph the
histogram should fall dead in the middle — it is far right. Yup, your camera is not right. I am
vindicated! Thankfully Canon said they will fix it under warranty.
Friday is move day! I have just enough time in the morning for the cheapest load of
laundry yet — a dollar fifty wash and a dollar twenty-five to dry. It is a blustery day with a warm
feeling breeze in the mid fifties. The campers for the next football game are arriving.
It is a smooth and easy tow back over Bozeman pass and into Paradise Valley. There is
a winter storm in the forecast, very elevation dependent. A few showers wet the windshield as
we look out at sunshine on the hills. Given the forecast, and the anticipated low temperatures,
we’ve modified our plans a little bit and are staying at a full hook-up site on the banks of the
Yellowstone River, in the same valley lots of famous folks (Tom Brockaw, etc.) have their
ranches.
Immediately we are smitten. The staff is gushing in welcome. Groundskeepers are
hand raking gravel to neaten edges. Pam the owner and check-in matron is cheerfully going
over the locations and hours of the amenities at the campground, as well as telling us the
whole valley is without power and what the impact is on the camp. No water until the well
pump gets power, etc. She asks us about our rig, specifically the floor plan. Is it like her
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Airstream Safari? Well, yes it is. In that case, she decides to change our site because our floor
plan can take advantage of the views! Our back-in site is gorgeous, angled to make the most
of the mountains and river. The owner refers to it as the “Honeymoon Site.” Next she starts
filling us in on where all the animals are: which ranch the elk have just arrived at, where the
mountain sheep are hanging out these days, and what road to take to have the best chance
to see Grizzly Bears. Another couple chimes in with their votes for places to eat in Livingston.
We get set up quickly and take a bunch of photos of the surroundings we find
ourselves in. It is jaw dropping gorgeous. I see three fishing boats drift past the back of the rig
in the time it takes to chock the wheels and plug in.

It is close to 1pm and time for lunch. We decide that we have to take advantage of the
local info that today is the last day Mark’s burger place is still open for the season. Apparently
an important day in the Livingston social eating calendar. So we drive into town, and discover
it is far more than just the Albertsons and a gas station at exit 330 that we have seen for the
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last 30 years! The 1950’s stand is at the center of
a deep ring of trucks, cars, ATVs, bicycles, skates,
teenagers, workmen, mothers, grandparents,
and other locals in the know. One side of the
business sign reads, “The end is near!” We have
to park a few blocks away and walk back,
standing in 50 degree weather with a strong
cold breeze blowing to order. Thinking of our
stomachs, we neglected coats. There is never a
let up in the length of the line to order — while
six women and one
fellow are inside working like their hair is on fire. Burgers, shakes,
and chili dogs are consumed in the warmth of the truck. Yum!
We stop at the camper, grab jackets and cameras, and
head off to Tom Miner’s recreation area and the B-Bar Ranch to
see what we might see. Pam said that bears come down from the
hills around dusk to dig roots in some favorite spot. She couldn’t
promise that we’d see many, or even one, but we have learned
over the years, you just have to give it a shot.
About 15 miles south from camp we turn off, and onto a
dirt road to cross a single lane bridge over the Yellowstone. I
really should have kept track of how many times we cross this river on this trip! There are
homes up here, which we marvel at. The GPS calls it a National Forest road, and it is still dirt,
but I love the fact that it doesn’t seem to have the cliff face drops that many of the other forest
roads we have been on seem to feature. The views in the rear view mirror, looking back down
the valley are stunning. A small herd of mule deer jump into the road in front of us and bound
over the barbed wire fence like they have wings. A few cattle are in the road too. A couple
bovine look delighted with their freedom. A couple look like they are anxious about being in
this strange place and are looking for a way back into the field. And a few still behind the
fence look positively green with envy!
Eventually we reach a bend in the road, with a steep drop. And of course, this is where
the folks with spotting scopes are! As we roll past, looking for a safe spot to pullover, I can see
down in the gully a flash of silver and dark brown. We’ve found a bear. (Okay, we found the
crowd that found the bear).
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I take a few pictures — fighting the exposure compensation needs of the camera, and
the focus-stealing sapling branches between me and the bear. There are about eight other
photographers here too. Thankfully not the mob it would be in Yellowstone! By the time I
change lenses to try the new 600mm, the bear has moved from below our feet back toward
the enormous brush clumps along the creek. Eventually it pops out several hundred yards
away. The whole area is in shade, the sun having disappeared, setting behind the mountain at
our backs.

Dave got this portrait of the bear

I really thought any bear would be in the bushes, sucking berries off branches. But
Pam was right. We could see it digging in the open grassy spaces for his meal. We are not
100% sure if it is a male or female bear, but the photographers all refer to it as a him. As he
moves, ambling from spot to spot, turning to smell the air, hunching over to dig, light ripples
over his coat as a disturbed puddle of quicksilver shimmers. The contrast between light and
dark patches of hair give him an almost panda appearance from this distance. It seems to be
his natural, personal coloring. I can find no help online from the park service or university
studies that say a grizzly’s face gets more silver with age, as we’ve all seen on our beloved
dog’s mature faces.
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A fellow standing next to me shares that they saw a female with cubs back down the
road a little, but they were even further away than this fellow. The clock ticks. The light will not
be getting any brighter, and the bear does not seem inclined to come closer. So we decide to
drive further on and see what we might see. 3 miles in 20 minutes, we reach what the forest
service calls the campground. Given the road we just covered, I’d say only tents or truckcampers could make it. More heavily treed and with lots of cow patties attesting to this being
cattle grazing range, it is clear this is not the place to look for grizzlies to photograph.
We find a spot to turn around. As we re-pass the folks with spotting scopes along the
road, we can see the same bear has not left the field yet, but he is about to disappear into the
brush on his way back up into the hills from whence he came. The show will be over soon. As
it is, we will get back in the dark. One elk cow trots along the main road — and we can just
make out inky blobs dotted in the deep shadows of the ranch land that must be the herd of
elk that had “arrived this week,” according to the campground owner.
So, now it is Saturday morning. The gorgeous snow tipped peaks of yesterday’s
campground photos are behind thick, cold, wet, curtains of miserable gray clouds. The steady
37 degree drizzle means nothing is soaked, but nothing is dry or pleasant outside either.
Finally, Dave has cabin fever and asks me how I feel about barbecue for lunch. “It is right next
to the bakery,” he adds as an inducement.
About four miles away is
the Follow Your Nose Barbecue
Shack, co-located with the
Wildflour Bakery, hidden behind
the fly fishing expedition
organizers. Order lunch outside,
but seating is in the bakery. My
brisket was some of the best I
have tasted since Georgia — and a
nice mustard based sauce to top it
off. Dave’s pulled pork was
excellent as well. I could eat this
every day! And I am sure breakfast pastries will be calling in the morning. Thus fortified, we
cross the highway to investigate Chico Hot Springs.
It may be the most bizarre mash-up of tourist attraction ever. I am naturally reminded
of Saratoga Springs, New York and the genteel style of ‘taking the waters.’ Add to that the
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western dude ranch of conestoga wagons, horse rides
and dark saloons, and you have Chico. They do have two
hot spring fed pools — you have to get to them through
the bar, next to the stage and casino gambling machines.
It is snowing outside now. The laughing people, with ball
caps on, soaking shoulder to shoulder and holding their
bar drinks out of the pool remind me of the monkeys of
northern Japan socializing in the heated waters as snow
frosts their heads.
So now we have seen the
first snow fall of the trip
(even if it wasn’t sticking
Conestoga wagons above the resort
at Chico

yet.) We are hoping for
clearer weather in the

morning — with tentative
plans to return to the hills to the south and maybe see more
bears, this time set off against a light blanket of snow.
But, who knows. Goodness knows we didn’t have the
week in Bozeman we planned on! Still, we got to see friends,
get technical support for cameras and for the rig. Learned
more about how our camper works. And have discovered a
marvelous new campground in a magical place. Dave is
already checking the climatology records and looking at real
estate ads for Livingston!
On Monday we will head back to Gardiner. We’ll be
back along the river at a commercial camp on the edge of town. Eagle Creek was fun, but the
sites are not level, likely to be muddy, and we’d have to deal with that hill in the dark everyday
getting to class before dawn.
Until next week Mom, Love, Kath.
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Random Photos from the Week

outdoor space at the town library
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ice cream stand in downtown Bozeman is an old Spartan RV camper
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